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While some typically view technology as something that isolates

them from society, Panasonic aims to help bring people together,

with them creating and sharing photos and videos and experiencing

the excitement of sports and movies in a whole new way together.

Panasonic has dubbed this high definition, interconnected way of life

“Living in High Definition.”

The digital centre of the home

Panasonic is further highlighting the way a new big-screen HD TV can

become the “digital hearth”… in other words, the 21st Century’s

centre of the home, where family and friends gather together. This

concept of placing large-screen flat panel displays at the centre of the

living room puts an emphasis on quality time spent experiencing

entertainment together via a variety of audio and visual products,

including digital still cameras, Full HD camcorders and high-definition

Blu-ray Disc players. What enables the digital hearth is the fact that all

these can be linked to the TV with total ease with Panasonic’s “VIERA

Link” - an entire audio-visual operation system centred on VIERA and

controlled by a single remote control… soon to be wirelessly enabled. 

Panasonic’s flat panel HDTV’s are its main pillar of the audio and visual

business entities. The company has been committed to the growth of

the Plasma display panel (PDP) market with its belief on the

advantages that the self-illuminating Plasma displays have. At IFA, to

highlight the next big step of Panasonic’s Plasma technology, the

company is showcasing several new Plasma breakthroughs, some of

which will be available soon after construction of their fifth PDP

manufacturing facility is completed early next year. New PDP

technologies will allow for a revolutionary new Plasma panel that has

half the power consumption of previous panels, a super-thin (less than

one inch) Plasma display, and a 150-inch advanced High-Definition

Plasma display. 

At IFA 2008, you will have the chance to learn about Panasonic’s vision

for the coming years and discover a range of diverse, new, easy-to-

use, connectible High Definition technologies that will enable people

to live high-quality, yet ecologically responsible lives. 

This SPECIALreport aims to underline the key developments being

brought to the fore by the Japanese innovation leader for the European

market – on show in Berlin (Hall 5.2/101).

Richard Barnes 
Editor-in-Chief / IFA International & Cleverdis
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IFA • THE CURTAIN RAISER
FABULOUS NEW INNOVATIONS
LAUNCHED AT BERLIN SHOW
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Yoshiiku (Mike) Miyata was
appointed in April 2007 as the latest
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
of Panasonic Europe Ltd, based in
Bracknell, Berkshire, UK. IFA
International/Cleverdis Editor-in-Chief,
Richard Barnes asked Mr Miyata what
features will be highlighted by
Panasonic at IFA 2008...

The Future of TV
Comes to IFA 2008 –
with Next Generation
PDP Technologies!

Luminance efficiency has been one of

our biggest areas of research in recent

times, and we as the world`s largest

manufacturer of TVs are attempting to

bring energy consumption down.

We have developed a double efficiency

technology that will allow our future

PDPs to have twice the luminance

efficiency and provide the same

brightness as existing PDPs while

cutting the power consumption in half.  

At IFA, you will be able to see the fruits

of our research and development in the

shape of what we call “Neo PDP”

technology. These next

generation PDP techno-

logies have enabled us to

achieve energy-saving,

super-thin panels, and

super-large screen sizes.

We will have on display

prototypes of our future

PDPs including a super-

thin 50-inch, 58-inch and

65-inch TV which measures a mere

24.7mm. Our “Neo PDPs” will be

produced in our P5 plant, our latest

plasma panel manufacturing facility,

currently under construction in

Amagasaki, Japan.  

Furthermore, as a leader in large-screen

PDPs, we will be displaying the world’s

largest 150-inch advanced high

definition PDP. We expect the 150-inch

plasma to generate new applications

from various fields.  

HD Built-In 

The trend continues towards built-in

HD tuners, and as HD arrives seriously

in Europe, we are ensuring that

consumers are able to get breath-

taking High Definition images in the

easiest way possible. A good example

is in the UK where we recently announced

the UK’s first HD televisions with Freesat

HD built-in. 

Indeed, we have developed no less

than three new High Definition Plasma

TVs with Freesat built-in for the UK

market. The PZ81 series, available in

three screen sizes: 42”, 46” and 50”

has been launched recently in stores

across United Kingdom.

World’s First Truly
Converged TV

At IFA, we will show our new Plasma

Internet-connected HDTV’s which will be

launched throughout Europe in Spring

2009. The new Plasma HDTV’s will

enable consumers, using the new and

sophisticated Panasonic VIERA CAST

interface, to easily browse, find and view

the latest video contents in the comfort

of their living room.  

At IFA we will announce, that Panasonic

will be partnering together with

Eurosport in order to provide exciting

sport contents. Consumers will be able

to access the latest sport news,

interviews and press conferences in five

languages.

The Wireless World
Arrives! 

At IFA, we will be previewing the world’s

first wireless High Definition (HD)

Audio/Video transmission system based

on the “Wireless HD” standard. 

The system enables HD video

transmission in uncompressed format

between AV equipment such as a Blu-ray

Disc player and the television without any

quality deterioration… Arriving in 2009 in

Europe! All this of course comes on top of

the well-known VIERA Link – which has

already simplified the lives of countless TV

users. 

We welcome everyone to our stand at

IFA 2008 to discover all this, and so

much more for yourself! 

YOSHIIKU (MIKE) MIYATA
CEO - PANASONIC EUROPE
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Just what is the Viera Concept and
how do Panasonic TVs fit into today’s
marketplace? We asked Fabien Roth
to explain… 

The VIERA mission is to deliver the best

viewing experience, whether it’s plasma

or LCD TVs. People don’t choose

technologies, they choose benefits.

VIERA is more than just a flat screen TV.

It’s a complete package that includes

best picture quality with unique design,

easy operation with VIERA Link and

superior sound with V-Audio surround

sound… and all of that packed with

environmental friendly features, like the

lead-free panels in our plasma TVs and

reduced power consumption in LCD

panels together with the recycling

initiatives we have taken. 

What makes this viewing experience
so unique on a Panasonic TV? 

We aim for the ultimate in picture quality

in both LCD and PDP. For the plasma

range, from 37-inch to 103-inch, this can

be proven with contrast (1,000,000:1

dynamic contrast), wide colour gamut,

and sharpness of moving images with a

full 100Hz range of 11th generation

panels for 2008. All our 2008 PDP uses

100Hz double scan technology. Fast

moving pictures will be one of the key

drivers for picture quality in 2008. We are

introducing the IFC (Intelligent Frame

Creation) technology coupled with a new

range of processors named V-Real 3 and

V-Real Pro 3 processing Full HD

resolution. Let’s not forget we have four

times more information in Full HD. This

information has to be processed and at

the same time, we are increasing the

frame rates to reach 100Hz and doing it

in an intelligent way. In other words,

Panasonic black box technologies are

generating those extra frames. In

addition to IFC technology and 100Hz

motion technologies, the 24p “Real

Cinema Mode”, which is unique to

Panasonic basically taking all the

advantages of 24p and adding them to

the superior plasma picture quality. It

means we are delivering a cinema-like

picture while keeping very smooth

motion, because as you might already

know, sometimes with 24p, you don’t

get smooth motion. And the good news

is that 24p cinema mode is also available

on our LCD range, which ranges from 20

up to 37-inch. 

So we can see a lot has been done to
advance plasma technology. What
more is being done in the field of
LCD? 

Our new generation IPS alpha panels are

renowned for their improved response

time and wide viewing angle. For LCD,

100Hz Motion Picture Pro 2 technology

is used to drive the panel at 100Hz.

Panasonic’s unique black box technology,

available in HD and Full HD LCD,

improves motion response, with its

three-axis movement detection system.

But that’s not all. Throughout the entire

VIERA line-up are technologies that

improve black levels. In regards to our

LCDs, we have backlight blinking

technology, which allows us to increase

the black levels. In addition, we have an

intelligent controller which works with

LCD technology, and calculates what

part of the picture should be darker than

the others. This means that in LCD

technology we can reach a dynamic

contrast ratio of 10,000:1. 

Something many people will find
useful is the SD card slot.

Yes… to add more value for the

consumer, almost the entire 2008

plasma TV line-up is equipped with an SD

card slot, enabling people to directly

playback their photos on the VIERA TV

screen. On the high-end VIERA models,

end-users will also be able to playback

Full HD home videos from SD Card

(H.264/ AVCHD format). 

www.cleverdis.com

THE VIERA CONCEPT
FABIEN ROTH
SENIOR MARKETING MANAGER - TV GROUP - PANASONIC MARKETING EUROPE

The VIERA Concept 2008
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What trends have you taken into
account for the evolution of this new
line-up? 

There are three major trends: 

• Shift from HD Ready to Full HD 

• Shift to larger screen sizes 

• Price erosion, market expansion 

In the marketplace there has been

tremendous growth in the past two years

in LCD as well as in the PDP sector, with

LCD driven by the smaller sizes whilst

plasma TVs driven by larger sizes. In 2007,

the largest market segment was that of

32-inch TVs.  Currently, the LCD market is

experiencing a growth in the 40-inch and

higher categories thanks to accelerated

price erosion. Concurrently, plasma TV

leads in 42 and 50-inch segments,

because in terms of manufacturing costs,

it is more cost efficient to produce PDPs

over LCDs at the same size. Europe is

the continent where larger screen size

consumption is growing the fastest.

From the old standard screen size of 32

inches, the trend towards people

purchasing 40 or 42-inch screens is

growing fast. Consumers want more

benefits from flat screen TV. They don’t

just want something flat, they also want

something more… they want larger

screens with Full HD. As we move

through 2008 and into 2009, we expect

that at least 50% of the larger sized

screens sold (37-inch, higher) will be Full

HD. In terms of HD and Full HD, there is

a trend towards Full HD. In late 2007,

around 25% of the large screen TVs (37-

inch, higher) sold in the UK, France and

Germany, were Full HD screens. With

the expansion of our Full HD VIERA

plasma line in the future to 42”, 46”, 50”,

58” and 65”, we can expect to stay the

leader of Full HD plasma TVs. Now, with

the introduction of double efficiency

plasma and low power consumption

displays in the future, Panasonic will

continue to innovate, take care of

consumer needs, improve ease of use

and the quality of life with...ideas for

life!" 

A 50-inch diagonal TV that’s just

24.7mm thick … then there is the

“life-size” 150-inch sibling. 

The latter also offers four times

better image details over standard

full-HD TVs with a native 4,096 x

2,160 pixel resolution. New PDP

technologies not only allow for

ultra-thin screens, but also cut the

power consumption in half. It also

increases the luminous efficiency,

meaning that the amount of

brightness achieved with a set

amount of power is doubled,

resulting in a 50% decrease in

energy consumption as compared

to regular plasma's at the same

level of brightness.

New phosphors

Conventional
Full HD PDPs

Approx.double
the brightness

Double luminance efficiency!

Improved discharge
efficiency

Reduced power
loss

New materials
New processes

NEW

New cell
design

NEW

New drive

NEW

New PDP Technology Achieving
High Luminance Efficiency

Energy
saving

Lower
costs

Thin
profile

Ultra
Large
screen

Higher
image
quality

Retaining brightness

and saving energy
through high light

emission efficiency!

Traditional panel
(Full HD model

Y2008)

High light emission
efficiency
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Energy Consumption Reduced by 50% Thanks 
to New High Luminance Efficiency  Technology 
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VIERA PLASMA AND LCD LINE-UP

PLASMA PZ/PY8
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Choose a VIERA flat screen TV
from a broad variety of different
series and enjoy all the beauty
and convenience.

Z85 Series
Best for Sports and Action

Z800 Series 
For a perfect Home Cinema 
Experience

X85 Series
Fast Scenes 
in every Detail
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We hear a lot of claims from various
manufacturers about their screen
performance, but when it comes to
backing them up, sometimes
arguments are a little hollow.We spoke
to a “man in the know” when it comes
to moving picture technology – Nigel
Thomas – about just how Panasonic’s
screens work so well in this respect. So
what are the main differentiators when
it comes to plasma TVs? 

We have a feature in our chipset which is

called Motion Picture Noise Reduction,

which has the ability to eliminate noise in

a number of different areas. It detects

motion, which is “slight”, “large” or “still”,

and the processor then determines what

type of noise reduction to implement. This

is all done in the confines of what we call

the “sub-field drive” technique, because

this motion picture noise reduction

system is based on sub-field drive, which

is unique to plasma. 

Tell us about Panasonic’s “Intelligent
Frame Creation”.

This is a type of motion compensation. We

use a device that generates additional

intermediate frames at a frequency of

300Hz randomly within the processing

device. The beauty of the Intelligent Frame

Creation chip is that it uses a complex

algorithm for motion compensation and

motion estimation to create additional

frames for the smoothest motion portrayal

from any source! This complicated

calculation method within the processor

will determine where the next set of

frames should be placed and the direction

in which the movement is going. For

example, if you are throwing a ball, it will

decide the trajectory of the ball and put in

additional frames to eliminate any potential

motion problems, like frame judder, etc. 

How does it work? 

The internal processing rate is 300Hz. For

example, the new frame is randomly

generated and is dependent on internal

synchronisation to the output of the IFC!

Because we have this random option, the

effective mark/space ratio for example is

at 300Hz, this means that each segment

that this new frame could be in is equal to

300Hz, so the position of this additional

frame is dependent on one of five

positions, depending on its

synchronisation to the output of the

chipset! And that’s how it works!

What makes Panasonic’s LCD TVs
different? 

Firstly, we use IPS (In-Plane Switching)

panels, which is quite different from VA or

PVA panels. From a motion point of view,

we run the processor with 100Hz

technology, and we have technology,

which again is using motion estimation

and motion compensation. But the beauty

of this particular processor is not only that

it anticipates the motion and reduces the

smearing effect in horizontal, but in vertical

and diagonal as well, so it works in all

directions, which is quite unique! I believe

our product is the best in the market in

this respect. 

How important is it that one can now
measure, in tangible terms, the motion
picture response quality of LCD and
plasma TVs? 

Recently, we tested a Panasonic plasma

against two other brand LCDs (one Full

HD, the other 100Hz) along with one of

our 100Hz LCD TVs, showing some

moving images that the APDC (Advanced

Plasma Development Center) had put

together. There was a huge difference

with the Full HD LCD panel, it really didn't

GETTING A BETTER GRASP 
OF MOVING PICTURE TECHNOLOGY
NIGEL THOMAS
EXECUTIVE ENGINEER - PMUK PRODUCT PLANNING

50Hz

300Hz

time
Input:
50Hz Rate

time
Output

time
Intermediate Frame 300Hz Rate

Random generated frame position 
based on 300Hz intermediate 
frequency.

Intelligent Frame Creation

Intermediate new frames are created 
and can be generated by random phase 
at internal 300Hz processing rate.

The output is motion compensated 
with vector detection
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stand up well to the test. The other TV was

a non-Panasonic 100Hz LCD and did pretty

well regarding horizontal ticker-tape, but it

failed when the picture went vertically. We

did the same test with our own Panasonic

100Hz LCD against the aforementioned TV

and it was an instant knock out. So if you

have a method of measuring moving

picture response, then it has a big impact,

especially when trying to evaluate these

products. We hear people talking about 2

milliseconds response time, but it doesn’t

make a great deal of sense to be quite

honest, because it depends how the

measurements are done. The real proof is

actually watching the product work. While

there are competing LCD and flat panel

solutions in the market today, consumers

should not allow themselves to be swayed

by spec sheet numbers measured in

unrealistic viewing conditions. Instead,

consumers should judge displays based on

actual viewing with real Full HD content. 

IPS ALPHA TECHNOLOGY 
AT THE HEART OF VIERA LCD TV 

The latest generation of IPS (In-Plane

Switching) technology, manufactured in-

house by Panasonic, builds on years of

experience with industry leading IPS wide

viewing angle technology, providing an

unrivalled TV viewing experience. New

generation (or alpha) IPS technology

provides the widest viewing angle possible

with the least colour shift, even at off-axis

angles. In addition, it builds on the

strengths of S-IPS by delivering faster

response times and significantly improved

black levels and contrast ratios, especially

when employed in concert with

Panasonic’s dynamic contrast technology. 

SPECIALreport by cleverdis • August 2008 • 9www.panasonic.eu

PLASMA HAS A
BRIGHT FUTURE

PAUL GRAY,
DIRECTOR TV RESEARCH, EUROPE
DISPLAYSEARCH

Recently, DisplaySearch compiled a White Paper on Plasma TV for

Panasonic, outlining the prime strengths of this technology. We asked

Paul Gray to tell us about this publication...

The paper cites a variety of factors including luminous efficiency (the relationship

between brightness and power consumption), motion performance and cost

advantages as top contributors of Plasma’s success. 

The most exciting advancement in Plasma TVs is occurring in luminous efficiency.

As luminous efficiency improves, higher brightness can be achieved at the same

power levels and lower power can be achieved at the same brightness levels.

This triggers a hugely important ‘virtuous circle’ where higher efficiency allows

lower power consumption, cheaper drive electronics, improved bright-room

performance and lower Carbon footprint from energy usage. As a result,

increases in luminous efficiency should dramatically boost the

competitiveness of Plasma TVs vs. competing TV technologies. 

In addition, Plasma TVs have inherent advantages in motion performance, which

have been difficult to quantify until recently.  Plasma panels are known for their

ability to reproduce fast-moving video images, resulting in smooth video images

of sports and other action content. This ability is not a strength of LCD TVs.

How does DisplaySearch see Panasonic in the market today?

Clearly they are the dominant Plasma manufacturer. They lead in most sizes. If

you look at the market not as Plasma versus LCD but as the “flat panel”

market, Panasonic is certainly one of the top brands world-wide. Consumers,

when they buy Panasonic are not always thinking about LCD versus Plasma.

They are just thinking they like the Panasonic brand. They like what it stands for,

and this is no doubt why so many buy Panasonic VIERA Flat TV’s.  Panasonic

has also given a lead by integrating SD Card slots into its sets to really create

a connected HD home where devices can share - while still keeping it simple

and approachable.
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The television market has changed, and

continues to change both in terms of

hardware and content… from CRT to

Flat Screen, and from Standard

Definition to High Definition.

It is therefore becoming increasingly

important for the top manufacturers to

understand the consumers’ current and

future demands regarding flat-panel TV

purchase criteria and to determine which

points of differentiation end users will

value the most and how much they will

be willing to pay for them. A research

project completed in Q2 2008 by Holden

Pearmain was made on focus groups in

London, Frankfurt, Paris and Milan, in

order to better understand these

demands. Following are some of the

most important points underlined by the

survey. 

To this end, research aimed to identify

and prioritise key product features for flat

panel TVs spontaneously mentioned by

consumers (i.e. exploration of current

market attitudes). It explored future

expectations related to the five key areas

of: 

• Design 

• Wireless solutions 

• Connectivity to the Internet/IT 

• ECO-related issues (e.g. power

consumption) 

• Importance of being able to receive

HD/FHD broadcasts 

• Exploring price sensitivity to different

product features

Interestingly, it was very rare for

consumers to have only one TV in the

household as the norm was between 2

and 4 TVs per home. Often, each family

member had a TV in their bedroom. This

was particularly prevalent in the UK,

which among the respondents had the

highest level of TV ownership.

Trends

• A minority currently have and some

would ideally like to have a

“Designated TV room”; 

• There is some demand for a flat panel

TV in rooms other than the main

rooms, especially the kitchen, because

these often have space restrictions;

• The increased use of computer/

Internet and gaming has influenced 

TV viewing generally. 

Why Flat TV? 

In spontaneous comments in all zones,

it was found that bigger screen size, or

the fact flat TVs mean ’more space‘

were a main priority, but in virtually all

cases, the next most important criterion

was aesthetics. 

Respondents mentioned that they

wanted a bigger screen on which to

watch sports or movies, as well as the

status/image of having a big flat screen

TV. With regard to aesthetics, it was

important that the TV fits with existing

or planned décor and furnishings, and

that it has an “elegant, slim design”.  The

fact that Plasma and LCD TVs give more

options for position was also a very

important factor. Brand is again

becoming one of the highest

considerations. 

FLAT TV PURCHASE CRITERIA 
HOLDEN PEARMAIN SURVEY REVEALS
DESIGN IS HIGHEST PRIORITY,AND
WIRELESS CONNECTIVITY “MOST
WANTED” NEW FEATURE 

Average % premium willing to pay for each feature
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Wireless and design command slightly 
higher premiums. Wireless was particulary 
well valued in the UK (almost 20% average)

Source : Panasonic
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Preferences for
Features

The survey looked closely at exactly

what buyers wanted in terms of

features, and interestingly (perhaps

even surprisingly), wireless

connectivity was the most important

single feature for today’s buyers. 

Another very interesting result of the

survey was that low power

consumption is more than half way

down the list of purchase criteria.

Internet Connectivity

Internet on TV was another demand in a

number of cases. It is, according to the

survey, seen in all countries as a natural

progression for TV to become more like a

computer. They felt it was an excellent

idea to have a large screen to view

Internet pages, especially for group-

friendly activities such as selecting

family holidays. 

The Three “Hooks”

All this said, the three main “hooks”,

according to the survey, tend to be

visual: Slimness of design, screen size

and picture quality. In terms of features,

the future will see fast growing

importance for Internet connectivity and

wireless connectivity to other devices. 

www.panasonic.eu

Wireless High Definition A/V
Connectivity Becomes Reality

The World’s First Wireless Transmission
System Based on “WirelessHD” Standard
Enables Greater Layout Flexibility.

One of the biggest dreams of consumers is to eliminate wires and

cables of all kinds (see consumer survey on page 10 of this

SPECIALreport). In recognition of this fact, Panasonic is set to

launch the world’s first wireless High Definition (HD) Audio/Video

transmission system based on the “WirelessHDTM” standard in part-

nership with a consortium in the USA. The system enables HD video

transmission in uncompressed format between AV equipment such

as a Blu-ray Disc player and a VIERA Plasma or LCD TV without any

quality deterioration. Panasonic is showing this wireless solution at

IFA which will be introduced to the european market in Spring 2009.

The WirelessHD system consists of a Plasma television with a

receiver and a movable rack housing video sources with a transmit-

ter such as a Blu-ray Disc player and HD digital camcorder. Without

the clutter of connecting cables, users can enjoy greater freedom in

positioning and design of their home cinema. For example, a user

can hang an HD Plasma TV on their wall while keeping their Blu-ray

Disc player apart from the Plasma, without worrying about running

cables or other wires between the products.
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SPORT COMES TO LIFE 
IN YOUR LIVING ROOM...
THANKS TO THE OFFICIAL PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN PANASONIC 
AND EUROSPORT HD

When Eurosport decided to launch its

High Definition simulcast service,

Eurosport HD, it was evident that sports

fans should be able to watch content

under the very best conditions possible.

Broadcasting in High Definition is one

thing. Viewing the images is another. 

Because Panasonic’s latest generation

of TVs is perfectly adapted to the

viewing of fast moving sports images in

high definition, a deal was made

between the world's largest

manufacturer of consumer electronics

and Europe's leading sports multimedia

platform, timed to coincide with the

recent Eurosport HD channel launch. 

From May 25th, Eurosport HD has been

bringing multilingual coverage of 140

different sports to the European public.

Planning had been under way for 2

years, with teams working on the

upgrading of Eurosport’s broadcast

platform, post-production tools and

video archive infrastructure. The entire

image and sound chain is now entirely

digital and in High Definition. 

Why is sport so important to the
onset of HD in Europe? 

Sports, especially live, are spectacular in

high definition. The fast-paced action, the

drama, the physical effort of supreme

human performance and the emotion of

competition is delivered in vivid clarity.

The highest quality image and sound

means viewers can experience sports

events as never before! 

The main aim of Panasonic is to connect

with consumers and promote HD TV in
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homes across Europe. "We are proud to

be the Official HD partner of Eurosport.

The sports channel is setting trends in

broadcasting, just as Panasonic's VIERA

Flat TVs are setting standards in the

consumer electronics industry," says

Fabien Roth, Senior Marketing Manager

TV Group, Panasonic Marketing Europe.

Eurosport's goal is to fully integrate

Panasonic branding across their

multimedia platform around Eurosport's

full HD programming of major sporting

events. On-air activity is backed by

central and local market operations with

joint promotions, special events, plus

B2B and B2C PR activity.

Their team objective is to associate the

powerful attributes of the highest quality

Full HD TVs from Panasonic with the

unique sports offer of Eurosport HD

linked to major sporting occasions.

Jacques Raynaud, Vice Chairman,

Eurosport Group says, "We share a

common vision. Wherever Eurosport is

broadcast, we aim to deliver a new

dimension in sports to viewers in as

many HDTV-equipped homes as

possible. That's 114 million homes and

59 territories across Europe." 

Eurosport Group Chairman, Laurent-Eric

Le Lay says, "The success of sports on

TV is growing.  Millions of passionate

fans are drawn to their TV screens to

see their favourite champions and

teams, but, crucially, by the uncertainty

of who wins.  It's also the promise of

great entertainment that gives sports on

TV its huge appeal.  Digital has

transformed the sports experience,

providing us with multiple channels,

giving sport a wider stage. Technology

has enabled us to stage more

spectacular events, turning a football

match into the greatest show on earth

with fantastic images and outstanding

sound.  More than ever before, sport is

about entertainment and transforming

the sports experience for viewers.  So, it

was fundamental for Eurosport to offer

sports in High Definition.  The quality of

the image taken in High Definition at a

sports event is quite simply fantastic.

With crystal clear sound and vivid

images... you are placed in the heart of

the action. There is an increasing

demand by the consumer for HD TV,

sports is often the trigger for people to

buy HD Ready or Full HD TV’s for their

home. Of course, the quality of the TV,

and its capacity to show fast-moving

images in the best way possible, will be

an even more important deciding factor

for discerning sports fans. Therefore the

co-operation with Panasonic was a

natural step for Eurosport. Panasonic is

consistently investing in the

development of their TVs for even better

picture quality. I have no doubt about the

future of HD TV and that Panasonic will

play an important role in it.”

How Do I Get Eurosport HD on my
Panasonic VIERA?

Along with your Panasonic VIERA TV,

you will need a subscription and

decoder from a local satellite/cable

operator who offers Eurosport HD.

Subscription rates vary from country to

country. 

LAURENT ERIC LELAY,
CHAIRMAN EUROSPORT
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While plasma was, according to a
survey by Synovate, the most
"known" technology in the UK
market, the benefits of plasma are still
not clear for many people. What can
retailers do to change this?

The key for retailers is to demonstrate
the benefits of Plasma technology in
terms of motion, contrast and colour
reproduction in a medium that
emphasises these Plasma strengths. It
is very important to display our VIERA
Plasma televisions showing sports or
movie footage. We supply our retailers
with dedicated demonstration tools such
as Blu-ray Demo Discs and HD servers.
With the launch of Free HD channels on
Freesat in the UK, it is now easier for
dealers to demonstrate all the benefits
of Full HD PDP TV’s with a HD signal. By
using our dedicated demonstration
material, retailers can clearly show that
Plasma handles motion and contrast in a
superior way to other technologies. 

An interesting upshot from the
Synovate survey was the fact that in
the UK, SHARPNESS and COLOUR
were the most important factors for
people when choosing a TV. What
advantages does Panasonic have in
these fields?

Thanks to Plasma technology, the panel
is able to maintain a very high resolution
from HD sources with moving pictures.
VIERA Full HD Plasma televisions can
display around 920 lines resolution from
a 1080p signal, while the best Full HD
LCD televisions maintain only 720 lines
when images are moving. 

As for colour, Plasma technology in
general is able to deliver a much wider
colour spectrum and this is especially
true of VIERA Plasma TV’s.

Viewing conditions in shops are often
different than that of "real home"
conditions. How can retailers better
adapt their selling space?

They need to avoid using very bright
spotlights. Although the TV’s look good,
it doesn’t do justice to the picture quality.
Retailers should focus on trying to create
an atmosphere that mimics common
viewing conditions at home. It means
the retailer must strive to provide
appropriate lighting while showing the
TV’s at a realistic viewing distance. They
should also make sure that they use

strong signals to properly  demonstrate
the quality of the TV’s.

What does Panasonic do to assist UK
retailers in their sales effort (training,
etc.)?

At Panasonic, we have a culture of
innovation and technology. We supply
products with unique features and
benefits and we need to make sure that
this tradition of quality and innovation is
well communicated. For our Freesat
range launch, we had the biggest launch
in Panasonic UK history. 

We heavily invested in advertisement
campaigns on TV, cinemas, in the press
and on the Internet. We also invested a lot
in Trade marketing activities with a heavy
shop front display campaign with POS,
shop window stickers, dedicated literature
and along with a website for information
and training purposes, demo kits, etc. Last
and not least, an intensive training
programe and nationwide road shows
were at the heart of our launch thanks to
our training team that visit stores and
provide regular training sessions.

As a result of all these actions and strong
sales support to all our retailers, we
experienced a very successful launch and
achieved a record market share on the
Plasma market in the UK and reinforced
Panasonic’s leadership on this market!
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CONCLUSION
GÉRARD LEFEBVRE 
CLEVERDIS PRESIDENT 

The television market has always been the
realm of the true “lords” of the business. The
“little” players find it difficult to find a rightful
place in this sector which demands colossal
investment and total technological mastery.
The responsibility of the top management of
these major players and the pressure on
them to make the “right” technological
choices is huge. The slightest error of
appreciation can have major financial
consequences. 
They can cause a top brand to disappear from
among the top positions where high turnover
generates the funds necessary not only for
the general health of the company, but more
importantly for the financing of sufficient
Research and Development to stay at the top. 
Panasonic and its top management have
made the right choices at the right moments
in time. The massive challenge that was
represented – and which still is – by the
VIERA concept, has delighted a market which
is increasingly seeking perfection. 
The “elders” of this industry who have, like
myself, had the immense privilege of working
closely with Japanese companies are well
aware of this permanent – and highly
demanding – search for “zero faults” which
they impose themselves. 
This traditionally Japanese business ethos
thus has found its mark with the
commercialisation of the VIERA line of
products which appeal just as much by their
design as by their technological prowess. 
We thus take our hats off to Panasonic for
their ongoing success in such a fast moving,
competitive marketplace thanks to their true
devotion to perfection. 
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Pascal Petitpas is the director of
the Fnac’s Test Laboratories – a
leading reference in evaluating
image quality and TV performance
in Europe. We asked Mr Petitpas
how consumers can be helped to
make the right choice when
considering flat screen TVs… 

Apart from a few rare exceptions,
most people don’t know how to
analyse whether an image is good
or not! 
Conditions of luminosity in shops
often don’t really reflect those of
home viewing conditions, so it is
advisable to set the TV up taking
this into account. Today, the
images we use are those that
underline the quality of the TV, not
those of standard TV programmes.
We use HD sources, although very
few people have HD sources at
home. But if we put bad quality TV
programmes on the sets it would
not help them either! So this is
always an important question. 

When people choose TV’s today,
how important are refresh
rates?

They are important, but not terribly
so. In reality, what we want is that
the picture be sharp, and that
moving pictures be sharp. Therefore
what is fundamental is to find the
right means to ensure that moving

images be as clear as possible. 
The refresh rate is one way to
achieve this. If it is done well it
works, and if it is badly done, it
doesn’t work... in the same way as
the general processing of the
image. 

Would you agree however that
Plasma remains superior in
terms of fluidity of movement?

It’s clear that Plasma is what
displays images the most quickly...
of course. The response is
instantaneous. 
The principle of LCD is that it’s a
kind of “grid” that opens to let the
light past. This always takes a
certain time. Plasma is not at all
the same, because an electrical
arc passes through the gas in each
pixel cell, making it respond
immediately.

LCD manufacturers often quote
“grey to grey” response times...
How useful is this?

Quoting grey to grey response
times would only make sense if
we were taking into account
static images... passing from one
photo to another. Television is not
like that! At Fnac we no longer
measure grey to grey response.
Today we use a process known as
MPRT (Motion Picture Response
Time), which is a complex
grouping of measurements of
images in motion. 
This is the true measurement of
the sharpness of an image in
motion. There are still not many
places where one can measure
this, although we have these
facilities in our lab in Paris. This is
now an internationally recognised
norm.

TIPS FROM A TOP RETAILER 
HOW CONSUMERS
SHOULD SEE TVs IN THE
RETAIL SETTING

PASCAL PETITPAS 
DIRECTOR – TEST
LABORATORIES  FNAC
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The first-ever 46-inch full HD plasma TV screen delivers not only

big-screen impact but also excellent picture quality, thanks to

Panasonic’s advanced V-Real Pro 3 image processing. Intelligent

Frame Creation technology offers 900 lines of moving picture 

resolution, while the 24p Real Cinema function accommodates 

24 frames-per-second sources. Plus there’s 100 Hz Double Scan to

eliminate flickering, and the set delivers more vivid colouring

from x.v. Colour gamut signals. Last but not least, the VIERA Link

via 3 HDMI is a real convenience boost, permitting the set to 

control compatible companion products such as DVD and Blu-ray

players, and home cinema systems. This plasma TV is outstanding

for its price.

For further information, please visit: www.vieraexperience.com

Award citation of the EISA Jury:

European Best Value 
Plasma-TV 2008-2009
Panasonic VIERA TH-46PZ85
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